Deep learning searches for nonlinear factors for predicting asset returns. Predictability is achieved via multiple layers of composite factors as opposed to additive ones. Viewed in this way, asset pricing studies can be revisited using multi-layer deep learners, such as rectified linear units (ReLU) or long-short-term-memory (LSTM) for time-series effects. State-of-the-art algorithms including stochastic gradient descent (SGD), TensorFlow and dropout design provide implementation and efficient factor exploration. To illustrate our methodology, we revisit the equity market risk premium dataset of Welch and Goyal (2008) . We find the existence of nonlinear factors which explain predictability of returns, in particular at the extremes of the characteristic space. Finally, we conclude with directions for future research.
Introduction
Deep learning searches for nonlinear factors to predict asset returns via a composition of factorbased characteristics. Predicting asset returns is important to empirical finance and factor models play a central role, for example, see Rosenberg et al. (1976) and Fama and French (1993) . Crosssectional time series predictability is studied using predictive regressions, see Kandel and Stambaugh (1996) , Barberis (2000) and Welch and Goyal (2008) . We build on this line of research, by incorporating deep learning with hierarchical layers of nonlinear factors to perform out-of-sample prediction. Deep learning factors provide improvements at the extremes of the characteristic space when explaining empirical asset returns. They provide an alternative to dynamic factor modeling, see Lopes and Carvalho (2007) , Carvalho et al. (2011) and Carvalho et al. (2017) .
While the use of (artificial) neural networks is not novel in economics and finance, see Gallant and White (1988a,b) ; Hornik et al. (1989) ; Gallant and White (1992) ; Kuan and White (1994) ; Hutchinson et al. (1994) ; Lo (1994) ; Qi (1999) ; Jones (2006) ; Sirignano et al. (2016) and Heaton et al. (2017) , deep learning is new to characteristic-based asset pricing. Deep learning is capable of extracting nonlinear factors and provides a powerful alternative to feature selection and shrinkage methods. Feng et al. (2017) . Recent work of Kozak et al. (2017) ; Gu and Xiu (2018) shows the promise of machine learning based predictors in empirical finance, including traditional regularization methods and trees and. Feng et al. (2018) predicts cross-sectional returns with deep learning in a portfolio context. Deep networks, as opposed to shallow ones, can achieve out-of-sample performance gains versus linear additive models, while avoiding the curse of dimensionality, for example, see Poggio et al. (2017) .
To predict the equity premium with a large set of economic variables, Welch and Goyal (2008) leads to out-of-sample performance which is hard to outperform historical means. Improved methodologies have been suggested by Campbell and Thompson (2007) , Rapach et al. (2010) and Harvey et al. (2016) and, more recently, Feng et al. (2017) and Kozak et al. (2017) . The latter relies on shrinking the cross-sectional select which economic variables are of importance, rather than deep learning which extracts nonlinear factors from the full characterisitc space with a goal of improved predictive performance.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Section 1.1 discusses deep learning in financial economics. Section 2 constructs our deep learning architectures for applications in forecasting the equity premium. Section 3 shows simulation results. Section 4 reports our results on predicting stock returns, mimicking the analysis of Welch and Goyal (2008) . Finally, appendices contain details on SGD and LSTM models as well as a comprehensive set of results on our empirical study.
Deep Learning Econometrics
Deep learning is a form of supervised learning for predicting an output variable, Y , via predictors, X. Deep learning comprises of a series of L non-linear transformations applied to the input space X. Each of the L transformations is referred to as a layer, where the original input is X, the output of the first transformation is the first layer, and so on, with the outputŶ as the (L + 1)-th layer. We use l ∈ {1, . . . , L} to index the layers from 1 to L, which are called hidden layers. The number of layers L represents the depth of the architecture.
Specifically, a deep neural network can be described as follows. Let f 1 , . . . , f L be given univariate activation functions for each of the L layers. Activation functions are non-linear transformations of weighted data. Commonly used activation functions are sigmoidal (e.g., 1/(1 + exp(−x)) or tanh(x)), heaviside gate functions (e.g., I(x > 0)), or rectified linear units (ReLU) max{x, 0}. We let Z (l) denote the l-th layer which is a vector with same length as number of neurons in that layer, and so X = Z (0) . The explicit structure of a deep prediction rule is then a composition of univariate semi-affine functions,
where N l is the number of neurons or width of the architecture at layer l. W (l) are real weight matrices and b (l) are threshold or activation level which contribute to the output of a hidden unit, allowing the activation function to be shifted left or right. One noticeable property is that the weights W l ∈ R N l ×N l−1 are matrices. In an econometric perspective, deep learner models constitute a particular class of nonlinear neural network predictors. F l denotes the l-th hidden layer. As in traditional financial modeling we can view F (l) as latent factors. The main difference is that we will use a composition of factors versus a traditional additive structure. Moreover, the hidden factors F (l) will be extracted from the algorithm.
Deep Learning for Characteristic Based Asset Pricing
Let R t+1 ∈ R T ×1 be a vector of asset returns, X t ∈ R T ×p a high dimensional set of predictor variables. Deep learning is a data reduction scheme that uses L layers of "hidden" factors, which can be highly nonlinear. The factors are extracted from data set with the dual goal of good out-ofsample prediction and in-sample model fit. Mean squared prediction error (MSPE) is a common metric for out-of-sample predictor performance. From a finance viewpoint, we have a hierarchical model of the form
where F : R T ×p → R T ×1 is a multivariate data reduction map represented as a deep learner. The network parameters (W, b) are weights and offsets to be trained. Here t are the usual idiosyncratic pricing errors. The major difference between DL and traditional factor models are the useage of compositions of factors rather shallow additive models. F is constructed as a composition of univariate semi-affine functions and a common choice for activation function is f l (x) = max(x, 0) := ReLU(x), the so-called rectified linear unit. This leads to Deep ReLU networks which have been popular in applications from image processing to game intelligence.
Traditionally, researchers estimate factors F t and then learn coefficients α, β by regression with a two-step procedure. Here R t+1 is a linear additive combination of input variables X t and latent factors F t ,
Deep learning will estimate coefficient α, β and latent factors, F t , jointly. To train a model, we need a loss function to minimize, which is typically mean squared error of the in-sample fit ofR t+1 .
where φ β, W, b is a regularization penalty to induce predictor selection and avoid model overfitting and λ controls the amount of regulations. The regressor parameters α, β, β f and factors F t jointly minimize loss function using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm in TensorFlow.
Another notable difference is that there is no stochastic error in the factor construction. Kandel and Stambaugh (1996) discuss the difficulty of the model estimation and prediction in the presence of parameter uncertainty. They propose a Bayesian framework to add a regularization prior on the predictor existence and strength. Their model still cannot deal with an ultra high-dimensional x t as well as its nonlinear signals.
Application

Simulation Study
To illustrate the possible gains available in deep learners for predictions, we provide a simulation study to compare its prediction performance versus traditional machine learning tools such as linear regression, Lasso, partial least squares and elastic net. As data generating processes, we use one layer and two layers dynamic latent factor model.
Similarly, the two layers data generating process is
The one hidden layer data generating process is described as follows. Suppose the length of time series is T . X t is a T × p matrix drawn from i.i.d. standard normal distribution. α, β, W and b are coefficients also drawn from i.i.d. standard normal distribution. We control in-sample R 2 IS as a measure of signal level, draw t+1 from i.i.d. N (0, σ 2 ) where σ 2 are solved from equation
where
In the data generating process above, we generate R 2 in the same way and regressors X t , output y t+1 and latent factors F t . Three different deep learning architectures are compared: three hidden layer deep learning model with 64 neurons in the first hidden layer, 32 neurons in the second hidden layer and 16 neurons in the third hidden layer (DL-64-32-16). We add X t to the last layer (as shown in Figure 1 ), so there are actually p + 16 neurons in the third layer. Similarly we create two hidden layer deep learning model with 32 and 16 neurons in each layer (DL-32-16) and one 16 neurons hidden layer model (DL-16). To illustrate the success of deep learning models, we also compare with other frequently used approach such as ordinary least squares (OLS), partial least squares (PLS), Lasso, elastic-net and "oracle OLS" which regress y t on latent factors F t directly.
Oracle OLS is not possible to implement as we need to learn latent factors F t from data. Shrinkage parameters of Lasso and elastic net are selected by cross validation. For comparation, we use linear regression, Lasso, Ridge, Elastic Net, PCA and PLS regressions. Simulation studies reveal that neural network outperforms all other methods. Table 1 provides results of one layer data generating process. Table 2 shows results of two layers data generating process. It is straightforward to see that oracle OLS achieves smallest mean squared prediction error (MSPE). The three deep learning models are very similar to each other in all circumstances and all of them are much better than other methods except oracle OLS as expected. Deep learning's advantage over other approaches diminishes a little bit as R 2 increases (noise level decreases). Table 1 shows the same pattern as Table 1 : One layer data generating process. P is dimension of X t , K is dimension of latent factors Z t , T is length of time series. K P LS is number of factors used in principal regression. R 2 is R squared of DGP, R t+1 = α + βF t + t+1 . The oracle regresses R t on F t , all other methods regress R t on x t . Dropout = 0.5 Table 2 : Two layers data generating process. P is dimension of X t , K 1 and K 2 are dimensions of latent factors Z 1 t and Z 2 t respectively. T is length of time series. K P LS is number of factors used in principal regression. R 2 is R squared of DGP, R t+1 = α + βF t + t+1 . Oracle regresses R t on F t , all other methods regress R t on x t .
Predict Asset Returns
Data. Predicting market excess returns is a challenge as usually predictors have difficulty in outperforming historical mean averages. Welch and Goyal (2008) explore the out-of-sample excess market return predictability of S&P 500 based on a large set of economic predictor variables. 
Here, R t+1 is the logarithm return on a market portfolio S&P 500. X t is a p × 1 predictor from the lag period and follows a VAR(1) model.
Our deep learning dynamic factor model builds on this by assuming In the first case, the input variables are the original 14 variables X t as shown in table 3. The second case has squared terms (X t , X 2 t ) and 28 variables in total. In the third case we add an asymmetric term (X t , I{R t−1 > 0} × X t ) where I{R t−1 > 0} is an indicator whether the return of previous period is positive or not. In the last case, we use all variables above as (X t , X 2 t , I{R t−1 > 0} × X t ), 42 variables in total.
Output variables. We predict the excess logarithm return of S&P 500, which is the difference between logarithm return of S&P 500 and risk-free interest rate. Welch and Goyal (2008) points out that although it is not clear how to choose the periods over which a regression model is estimated and subsequently evaluated, it is important to have enough initial data to get a reliable regression estimate at the start of the evaluation period. We predict three kinds of returns: one, three and twelve months returns.
Training set specifications. We also explore two period specifications. The first one uses a fixed (50 years) moving window to estimate the model and predicts the following period. The second one uses a cumulative moving window which starts from 1926 December to the current month and predicts the next period. Therefore the second specification uses more and more data as the window moving with time.
Forecast Evaluations. To compare prediction resultsR t+1 and R t+1 , we use out-of-sample R 2 OS as suggested by Campbell and Thompson (2007) . The R 2 OS statistics is akin to in-sample R 2 and is defined by
whereR t+k is the prediction of a predictive model.R t+k is forecast of historical mean. When R 2 OS > 0, the predictive regression model has better mean squared prediction error (MSPE) than the benchmark average historical return. The most popular method for testing significant difference in MSPE is the Diebold and Mariano (2002) and West (1996) test. Even if there is evidence that R 2 OS is statistically significant, R 2 OS values are typically small for prediction models, but as Campbell and Thompson (2007) and Rapach et al. (2010) argue, even very small the R 2 OS values can be economically meaningful in terms of portfolio returns. We find the same is true for our nonlinear deep learning prediction rules. Figure 2 shows histogram of R 2 OS for all methods and more comprehensive tables are provided in the appendix.
Empirical Results. Figure 2 shows MSPE and R 2 of 1-month predictions for moving window and cumulative windows. Comprehensive tables can be found in the appendix. Here we summarize the broad trends that merges. All other methods get negative R 2 OS , which is consistent with conclusions of Welch and Goyal (2008) that all predictive regression models cannot beat simple historical mean.
However, most deep learning approaches get slightly positive R 2 OS in all four different input cases, which indicates that they have a smaller mean squared error than historical mean. The results of predicting one month return using cumulative width moving window are shown in table 6, where deep learning methods achieve higher R 2 OS than fixed width 600-month moving window because deep learning model can learn the nonlinear structures better with more training observations. Note that OLS has much lower negative R 2 OS in table 6 because it cannot learn the complex trend well in a longer time horizon. 
Comparison with Trees.
We do further analysis to show the difference between deep learning and tree based methods. Instead of prediction the logarithm return of S&P 500, we predict whether the market crash or not, where the definition of a crash is that monthly return is worse than −10%.
Therefore, the regression problem is converted to a classification problem. Figure 4 shows the in-sample fit of deep learning and tree based methods using two economic variables dividend price ratio (dp) and inflation (infl). It's straightforward to see that Both CART and boosting always predict "no crash" no matter what value the input variables take. Deep learning does slightly better than random forest because it captures more tail behavior. However, none of the machine learning methods can achieve good in-sample fit since the input variables are way too noisy. Samuelson famously said "Economists have forecast nine of the last five recessions". Unlike pessimistic economic predictions, deep learning is (overly) optimistic and predict less market crashes than the truth, but more than random forest.
Discussion
Deep learning dynamic factor models are constructed for predicting asset returns. Both hid- Table 6 : Prediction 1 month logarithm return of S&P 500. The training data is a cumulative window.
A.2 3 month return prediction
Case 1 
B Dropout
Dropout Hinton and Salakhutdinov (2006) and Srivastava et al. (2014) is a technique designed to avoid over-fitting in the training process. Input dimensions in X are removed randomly with a given probability p. This affects the underlying loss function and optimization problem. For example, if L(Y,Ŷ ) = Y −Ŷ 2 2 , whereŶ = W X. When marginalizing over the randomness, we have a new objective
which is equivalent to
which is ridge a penalty under a g-prior. The dropout architecture is
where in effect, the input X is replaced by D X, where denotes the element-wise product and D is a matrix of independent Bernoulli Ber(p) distributed random variables.
C Deep Long-Short-Term-Memory
Traditional recurrent neural nets (RNNs) can learn complex temporal dynamics via the set of deep recurrence equations
where Y t is the output at time t, X t is the input, Z t is the hidden layer with N hidden units. For length T the updates are computed sequentially.
Long-short-term-memories (LSTMs) are a particular form of recurrent network which provide a solution by incorporating memory units, see Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997) . This allows the network to learn when to forget previous hidden states and when to update hidden states given new information. Models with hidden units with varying connections within the memory unit have been proposed in the literature with great empirical success. Specifically, in addition to a hidden unit, LSTMs include an input gate, a forget gate, an input modulation gate, and a memory cell.
The memory cell unit combines the previous memory cell unit which is modulated by the forget and input modulation gate together with the previous hidden state, modulated by the input gate.
These additional cells enable an LSTM architecture to learn extremely complex long-term temporal dynamics that a vanilla RNN is not capable of. Additional depth can be added to LSTMs by stacking them on top of each other, using the hidden state of the LSTM as the input to the next layer.
State h t = σ(o t ) tanh(c t )
where denotes element-wise vector product. The term σ(f t ) c t−1 introduces the long-range dependence. k t is new information flow to the current cell. 
Figure 5: Structure of an LSTM cell Figure 5 demonstrates the architecture of one LSTM cell. Let y t denote the observed time series and h t a hidden state. c t is the "memory" pass through multiple LSTM cells. The hidden state h t is generated using another hidden cell state, c t that will be generated so long term dependencies are allowed to flow in the network. The output state, h t is generated by a sequence of transformations known as an LSTMCell operator.
The key addition, compared to an RNN, is the hidden state c t , the information is added or removed from the memory state via layers defined via a sigmoid function σ(x) = (1 + e −x ) −1 and point-wise multiplication ⊗. The first gate f t ⊗ c t−1 , called the forget gate, allows to throw away some data from the previous cell state. The next gate, i t ⊗ k t , called the input gate, decides which values will be updated. Then the new cell state is a sum of the previous cell state, passed through the forgot gate selected components. This provides a mechanism for dropping irrelevant information from the past and adding relevant information from the current time step. Finally, the output layer, o t ⊗ tanh(c t ), returns tanh applied to the hidden state with some of the entries removed.
